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I started working at Hospice as a per diem nurse, filling in where 

and when needed  and that allowed me to continue balancing the 

church and the need for some income. As time progressed and I 

became more confident in serving this community, I was soon 

being asked to take on full time work. I was assigned Whidbey 

Island and southern Fidalgo Island which included the Swinomish 

Reservation. The grace I felt, observed and lessons learned from 

the people who had been given a terminal diagnosis, prognosis, 

and by hospice program rules, less than six months to live, 

although, most were much closer to death than that.  

 

I particularly remember one elder from the tribe who not only 

taught me what true gratitude looks like, for "The Lord has done 

great things for them.” Ps 126:3. He had everything that diabetes 

could throw at a human being, bilateral leg amputations, kidney 

disease, heart disease and blind. He was still a robust, powerful 

man who had involved in serving all his life, there were pictures 

of him in the White House around his room. He would put on one 

of his prosthetic legs and navigate around his room and house, 

which was full of extended family, to fulfill his needs. There was 

always a big smile, hearty laugh, and radiant satisfaction with 

God’s bounty.  
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Chapters 30-33 at the center of Jeremiah are called the “Book of 

Comfort” and feature oracles, a mix of poetry and prose, that 

speak of the restoration of Israel (the Northern Kingdom), Judah 

(the Southern Kingdom), and the nations. These particular verses 

appear to be written after the destruction of Jerusalem (586 BCE), 

and they are offering hope for a people living in exile, a people 

who have been scattered are weary and vulnerable. Yet here is 

Jeremiah, so well known for his doom and gloom that his very 

name has entered the language as a person who complains 

constantly and forecasts doom. There other are 48 chapters that 

pretty much, do just that.  

 

But here we are told and hear of God’s faithfulness and that God 

will bring all home from both the Northern Kingdom, Israel, which 

was exiled by Assyria about 100 year before this time and Judah 

which by the end of the Book of Jeremiah, will go through several 

exile events, the destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem. 

Jeremiah quoting what God had told him––that God will “gather 

them from the farthest parts of the earth, among them the blind 

and the lame, those with child and those in labor, together; a great 

company, they shall return here “ 31:8 Taking the most 

vulnerable from the margins of society and placing them at the 

center the company.  

 

God’s grace shows up in the call of Bartimaeus and the 

redemption of the crowd who turn from oppressing Bartimaeus to 

calling him and assisting him to get to Jesus. Jesus who asks a 
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blind man, as he asked John and James last week “What do you 

want me to do for you?” Not making any assumptions for 

Bartimaeus, restored sight would take away his current livelihood 

and the life-style he is accustom to. But in a show of faith 

Bartimaeus asks to see and with no fanfare or touching––Jesus 

said, “Go; your faith has made you well.” So Bartimaeus, who had 

thrown off and probably away his only possession, the cloak, 

which could be looked upon as his shelter and work place 

becomes a follower of the way. One we usually fail to list among 

that group, satisfied with God’s bounty.  

 

What would it mean for us to be satisfied and content with God’s 

bounty? Can we be described as “satisfied” with God’s bounty or 

as “radiant” over the goodness of the Lord? I believe in this 

culture that would be described a countercultural, not to want 

more, expect more or deliver more. Does being content mean one 

is not striving for excellence? Is that just a cover for laziness and 

sloth? But being driven by dissatisfaction not only makes 

gratitude awkward but we just might miss the gifts we have 

received when we do not stop to see.  

 

In Jeremiah 31:2 the people of God are described as “The people 

who survived the sword found grace in the wilderness; when 

Israel sought for rest,” Exile or wilderness, like all chapters in life 

are never the final word in the story–Then they said among the 

nations, The Lord has done great things for them. The Lord has 

done great things for us, and we are glad indeed” Ps 126:3-4 
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My patient, my friend, remained on service for two years, not that 

there weren’t times he tried to die, but it was not time and I 

believe that he had not finished with what he had been called to 

do plus the tribe was not ready to lose his wisdom, so they called 

him back. There came a time when his health care team could no 

longer qualify him for hospice, he had gotten too healthy,  and he 

graduated from hospice. He would go on to live another two 

years. He taught me many things for he had thrown off his cloak 

and asked to see. And to paraphrase John Newton “Grace had 

surely brought us safe thus far; I have a new sense of the 

sufficiency of God’s grace to also lead us home.” 

 

What do you want me to do for you? The question, from Jesus, one 

should be answering in their prayers each and every time as it is 

asked of you. It is also the question, “What do you want me to do 

for you?” The we and the church should be asking before doing 

something for a neighbor. But be prepared to be surprised by the 

answer to that question in both instances.  


